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About Numicon  
Firm Foundations

Numicon Firm Foundations is a comprehensive and varied programme of Maths activities for 
children aged 3–5. It is based on a proven approach to teaching and learning mathematics that 
builds deep understanding for every child, firmly placing the teacher as an exemplar mathematical 
communicator. The programme:

l Provides a balance of structured and explorative activities for all areas of the setting, indoors  
and outdoors

l Uses stories, songs and rhymes as well as cross-curricular links as a springboard for Maths 
learning

l Includes assessment opportunities throughout that guide the observation of children’s  
developing mathematical understanding

l Covers the new Early Learning Goals as well as Shape, Space and Measure

l Includes 18 Activity Cards covering the Foundation Stage mathematics curriculum in England 
and support all other early years settings. Plus, support on putting Numicon into practice in the 
classroom, planning and assessing, and daily routine suggestions

Firm Foundations is a great addition to any Early Years setting looking to prepare children 
for Primary School.
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Key mathematical ideas 1918  Key mathematical ideas

Later, as children begin to work with written number 
symbols, they will learn to write this generalization 
as 3 + 4 = 7. As they grow older, they will realize this 
generalization also means that 3 tens + 4 tens = 7 tens,  
or 30 + 40 = 70 and so on.
Seeing patterns, and generalizing, are at the heart of 
children’s progress in learning mathematics, and the 
pattern-seeking and generalizing that children do at 
Foundation Stage will help them to make sense of a great 
deal of their arithmetic at later stages.

Adding

We find ourselves adding in two different kinds of 
situation: firstly, when we combine things or quantities 
and, secondly, when something increases. Children 
need early experiences with both kinds of situation: for 
example when putting things, amounts or parts together 
into wholes (combine), and when discussing growth 
– for example, ‘Look how much you’ve grown since 
September!’ (increase).
We address both kinds of adding with Numicon Shapes 
and with number rods by combining Shapes or rods with 
each other and by varying our use of accompanying 
language and action. In the first kind of adding 
activity, two (or more) Shapes or rods are juxtaposed 
simultaneously, with the word ‘together’ emphasized. 
In this action and speech both (or all) Shapes or rods 
play identical roles, none having any greater or lesser 
significance in the activity: for example, ‘3 and 5 make  
8 together.’
In the second kind of adding activity (increase), although 
Shapes or rods are again combined, this time one Shape 
or rod has a special primary role. In this adding activity, 
one of the Shapes or rods is deemed the first element, to 
which a second Shape or rod is added on. Use of the word 
‘more’ with this action is critical: for example, ‘3 and 5 
more make 8.’
Although adding with Numicon Shapes and number rods 
is very straightforward, and visually and physically very 
immediate, children can also learn to add by ‘counting 
on’. This is much more difficult since to make sense 
it depends upon prior mastery of all the Gelman and 
Gallistel counting principles (see Counting on page 13),  
and also requires a kind of simultaneous ‘double 
counting’. Children must keep track of how many they 
have to add on, while using a parallel sequence of 
number names – each higher than the counting words 
they are using – to count on by the amount they are 
adding on to.
So, to ‘add on’ 4 to 7, for example by counting on, children 
have to parallel think: ‘1 more is 8, 2 more is 9, 3 more 
is 10 and 4 more is 11.’ Often, children use their fingers 
simultaneously to help them keep track of this parallel 
pairing of counting sequences. An important aspect of 

this difficult counting-on technique, however, is that it is 
easy to connect with situations of increase.
Adding-on (increase) is also enacted by moving along the 
number line, to the right.

Subtracting

We find ourselves subtracting in four different kinds 
of situation: firstly, when something is ‘taken away’, 
secondly when comparing and ‘finding a difference’, 
thirdly when something decreases and finally, when we 
‘add on’ to reach a target amount or figure. Children 
need early experiences with all four situations, and this is 
obviously more complicated than when simply adding.
‘Take away’ situations involve loss of some kind;2 
comparing focuses upon difference; decreases involve 
something becoming less; whereas ‘add on’ situations 
confusingly involve a need for something more.
Importantly, part-whole relationships underlie ‘take 
away’, decrease, and ‘add on’ situations, in which parts 
are either removed from wholes, or part is added to part 
to form a target whole (for example, we need to add 2 
more spoonfuls to fill a cup).

Activities with Numicon Shapes and number rods offer 
invaluable experience of ‘take away’, comparing to find 
differences, and ‘add on’ situations; in all three kinds of 
situation, part-whole relationships can be illustrated very 
well with these materials.
Decrease needs to be approached carefully using 
appropriate language. Probably the most effective way 
of illustrating this kind of subtracting is to use direction 
along the Numicon number line to show decrease as the 
opposite, or inverse, of increase. Just as moving to the 
right along the number line helpfully illustrates the idea 
of adding more, so moving to the left helpfully illustrates 
having fewer.

2  Children also need to distinguish this phrase from that other kind 
of ‘take away’ situation in which something is brought home to 
eat. Used in school this phrase often invokes genuine confusion 
for children, partly because a takeaway meal feels a lot more like 
adding than subtracting.

Dividing – sharing

The sharing situations that every child will experience 
as part of everyday life from their earliest days offer the 
beginning of work on dividing amounts and collections 
into equal parts. This is clearly related to part-whole 
relationships and to fractions, as in contexts of sharing 
we are almost always concerned with sharing equally 
between people. In other words, a given whole (called 
the ‘dividend’ in mathematics) is to be shared into two or 
more equal parts.
During the Foundation Stage we focus almost entirely 
upon halving, or sharing a whole into two equal parts, 
although sometimes children are asked to share amounts 
into more than two equal parts (see also Fractions on 
page 13 and One-to-one correspondence on page 12).

Preparing for multiplying

Early foundations for multiplying are laid in doubling 
activities, and in counting in twos, fives and tens. The 
key idea here is really that of equal repetition: an amount 
(such as a number of things, a length of time, a distance) 
is repeated exactly in some way, a number of times.
Repeating something exactly, several times, connects 
directly with the equal repetition that is involved in 
dividing; sharing a whole into several equal parts 
corresponds closely with situations in which repeated 
equal amounts ‘add up’ to make a larger whole. 
Dividing and multiplying are therefore inverses of each 
other; putting lots of equal amounts together to make 
up a whole is the inverse of dividing a whole into lots of 
equal amounts.
Later, children will learn that there is more to multiplying 
than repeated adding, but experiences of multiplying are 
limited to this at Foundation Stage.

Non-computational thinking – 
adjusting

In some activities, children will be invited to ‘balance’ 
calculating in ways that will be important for later 
non-computational thinking. For instance, if class 
birthdays are being monitored as two related and 
changing sets (for example, a set of 4-year-olds and a 
set of 5-year-olds), each time a child has a birthday, the 
number of 4-year-olds becomes ‘1 fewer’ and the number 
of 5-year-olds becomes ‘1 more’. However, the total 
number of children in the class remains the same.

Actively adjusting two parts of a total requires adding an 
amount to one part and compensating by subtracting 
the same amount from the other part, in order to keep 
the whole total the same. The idea of compensating for 
an action and equivalence in sustaining a ‘balance’ in 
calculating is extremely important for later work.

Measuring

Measuring involves working with materials that we call 
‘continuous’: liquids, distances, times, weights, volumes, 
areas and so on. In order to judge ‘how much’ of a 
continuous liquid, distance or time we have, ultimately 
we need to invent units that we can count, for example, 
spoonfuls, metres, hours.
For young children, the roots of measuring activities lie 
in the relationships of both comparing and ordering 
quantities initially, long before they are able to 
understand either the need for repeated equal units of 
measure, or the further benefits of standard units in our 
communicating about amounts.
Consequently, work with young children helpfully 
concentrates on the communicating of comparisons 
and ordering, involving plenty of physical activity with 
continuous materials, containers, balances and so on. 
Children also learn to describe relations between amounts 
with terms such as ‘longer’, ‘shorter’, ‘heavier’, ‘longest’, 
‘shortest’ and ‘heaviest’.
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Numicon Shape Outlines 

The Teaching Guide provides 
information on the Numicon 
approach, key mathematical ideas, 
a glossary of mathematical terms, 
how to use Numicon Online planning 
and assessment, and what’s in the 
apparatus pack.

Photocopy Masters 
provide you with all 
the tools you need to 
complete the activities.



The maths topic 
that children will 
be learning about.

Teaching Folder – Activity Card

A short summary 
of the ideas 
children will 
learn, plus helpful 
teaching points. 
Home learning 
activities have 
been included to 
reinforce the ideas 
children learn in 
this activity.

Ideas that 
children are 
meeting are 
explained in the 
Teaching Guide.

To support your 
planning, key 
ideas are broken          
into small steps.

Model the 
mathematical 
vocabulary 
listen for 
children using 
it to explain 
their thinking.

Actions and vocabulary 
that will show you what 
children have understood 
and where further support 
is needed.

‘Watchpoints’ provide 
detailed guidance on 
how teachers and 
teaching assistants should 
communicate the activity 
to children.
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These questions set the tone 
and culture in the classroom, 
other supporting adults learn 
to imitate and adopt same 
communication with children.

These activities form the core 
of the Numicon teaching 
programme and are directly 
relevant to both revised 
Maths Early Learning Goals 
in England.

Numicon structured 
manipulatives give 
children insight into 
number ideas that 
they cannot see 
just in numerals 
or collections of 
counters.
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There are regular 
opportunities 
for increased 
challenge and 
variation.

Teaching Folder – Activity Card



Set up these 
activities for 
children to practice 
independently and 
repeat often with 
their friends. 

Stories, rhymes 
and songs 
are a fun and 
natural way 
for children 
to learn 
mathematical 
language.

The learning focus of the 
Activity Card and aspects of 
Shape, Space and Measures 
are continued indoors and out 
so children can experience that 
we all use maths every day in 
many aspects of our lives.
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Activities involve counting, 
comparing and sharing. 
They also support children 
in making good food 
choices and understanding 
the importance of a 
healthy lifestyle.

Children’s 
individual counting 
and number 
ideas books are 
a key feature 
of the Numicon 
Firm Foundations 
teaching 
programme.

Teaching Folder – Activity Card



Gentle questioning encourages reticent 
children, as well as more confident 
speakers, to talk about their ideas, which 
helps you recognize when children are 
ready to move on from simple everyday 
language to using more sophisticated 
and specific words and terms.

On all the Activity 
Card there are 
suggestions for 
exploring maths 
activities in contexts 
that connect with 
aspects of People 
Culture and 
Communities or The 
Natural World.

Children have a strong sense of 
pattern. Learning to recognize 
patterns and predict from 
them is fundamental to maths. 
Children are highly motivated to 
engage in the creative activities 
suggested on the Activity Card.

Each Activity Card provides 
a range of activities children 
will enjoy while developing 
their gross and fine motor 
skills alongside applying their 
maths understanding.
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Teaching Folder – Activity Card



Numicon Online Firm 
Foundations subscription                                    
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The digital subscription of Numicon Firm Foundations brings together all your planning and 
classroom resources in one place. Having the print and digital version provides flexibility 
and supports you whichever way you teach maths in your Early Years setting. Use this 
subscription to prepare resources in advance or use the resources on the spot in the 
classroom setting. Here’s what’s included:

l eBook version of the teaching handbook with direct links to extra resources

l Numicon Interactive Whiteboard Software access

l eBook of Numicon at the Seaside Big Book and further activity sheets for home learning

l bank of songs, stories and videos

l visual references demonstrating exemplar classroom set-ups

l professional development videos

l extra printable photocopy masters. 
Ideas for how to use the 
Numicon Interactive Whiteboard 
Software are provided. Click on 
the link to open it directly.

You will find further ideas on how 
to use songs, stories and poems 
with your children on Numicon 
Online Firm Foundations. 
You will also be able to open and 
use front of class the Numicon at 
the Seaside Big Book.

You will find further 
recipes and healthy 
food activities on 
Numicon Online 
Firm Foundations.

A printable Counting 
and numbers 
ideas book can be 
distributed to all 
your children for 
them to create.

Helpful photocopiable 
masters, such as 
Spinner Overlays, are 
provided. This saves 
you time in your 
lesson preparation.



Numicon Early 
Years Resources  
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Numicon Firm Foundations Starter Apparatus Pack* 
• Boxed Set of 80 Shapes x 3
• 240 Numicon Coloured Pegs
• Numicon Baseboard x 6
• Numicon Number Bond Baseboard Overlay x 6
• Numicon Picture Baseboard Overlay x 6
• Numicon Spinner x 6
• Large Format Table-top Number Line x 1
• Numicon Feely Bag x 3
• Number Rod Set Large x 1
• Number Rod Trays (1–10 and 20) x 1
• Set of 20 Numicon 1–Shapes x 1
• Magnetic Strip x 3
• 0–100cm scale Number Lines x 3 

978 138 202921 6 
£300.00+VAT

 One-to-one Apparatus Pack* 
• 80 Numicon Shapes x 1
• 80 Numicon Coloured Pegs
• Numicon Baseboard x 2
• Numicon Number Bond Baseboard Overlay x 1
• Numicon Picture Baseboard Overlay x 1
• Numicon Spinner x 2
• Large Format Table-top Number Line x 1
• Numicon Feely Bag x 1
• Number Rod Set Small x 1
• Number Rod Trays (1–10 and 20) x 1
• Set of 20 Numicon 1–Shapes x 1

978 138 202923 0 
£130.00+VAT

Apparatus 

KITS CONTENTS, ISBN/PRICE TEACHING RESOURCES

1st Steps with Numicon 
in the Nursery

1st Steps with Numicon in the 
Nursery Kit*
• Nursery – Teaching Guide x 1
• 115 Numicon Shapes 
• 80 Numicon Coloured Pegs 
• Numicon Feely Bag x 1
• Numicon Threading Lace x 3
• Numicon Baseboard x 2
• Numicon Picture 
Baseboard Overlay x 6
• Numicon Display Number Line x 1

978 0 19 848690 9  
£125.00+VAT

Numicon at the Seaside Big 
Book Pack (KS1/P1–3)
978 0 19 848703 6 
£59.00+VAT

1st Steps with Numicon  
in the Nursery Teaching Guide
978 0 95 539499 7  
£36.00

More apparatus - Nursery 

Teaching Resources
HANDBOOKS

Firm Foundations Teaching Manual
9780198375227
£117.75 + VAT

Firm Foundations Online 
9781382019514
Price £150 + VAT

Coming  
soon



Numicon Early 
Years Resources  
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Numicon Early 
Years Resources cont.  

RESOURCES ISBN/PRICE                                                      RESOURCES ISBN/PRICE

Numicon Baseboard
978 0 19 848725 8 
£5.25+VAT

Numicon 80 Coloured Pegs*
978 0 19 848723 4    
£10.25+VAT

Numicon Threading Lace 
– Set of 3*
978 0 19 848721 0 
£2.00+VAT

Numicon Double sided 
Baseboard – Set of 3
978 0 19 848940 5  
£9.25+VAT

Numicon 80 Black 
and White Pegs*
978 0 19 848724 1   
£10.25+VAT

Numicon Feely Bag
978 0 19 848722 7   
£7.25+VAT

Numicon Picture  
Baseboard Overlays
978 0 19 848720 3  
£13.00+VAT

Numicon Coloured 
Counters – Bag of 200*
978 0 19 833097 4   
£5.25+VAT

Top up

KITS

First Steps with 
Numicon at Home
9781382020855 
£50.00 + VAT 
• Activity book x 1
• 32 Numicon Shapes
• 52 Numicon Coloured Pegs
• Numicon Feely Bag x 1
• Numicon Zig Zag Book x 1
• Numicon Threading Lace x 3
• Numicon Baseboard x 1
• Numicon Picture Baseboard x 2

Next Steps with Numicon at Home
9781382021500
Price £40.00 + VAT
• Activity book x 1
• 32 Numicon Shapes
• 32 Numicon Shapes
• 52 Numicon Coloured Pegs
• Numicon Baseboard x 1
• Extra sett of 10 Numicon 10-shapes 
• Numicon 10s number line 
• Spinner 
• Card templates

Numicon at home

*Warning! Choking hazard. Not suitable for children under 36 months due to small parts.



Your next steps

Place your order 
• Call 01536 452610

• Email schools.orders.uk@oup.com

 

Need more information?
Visit www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/numicon-early-years

• Free sample lesson

• Best practice films

• Curriculum information

Join the Numicon Facebook community for support and to make 
connections with other early years practitioners -  
facebook.com/groups/175265562170311

Follow us on Pinterest to get some activity ideas and classroom 
inspiration – www.pinterest.co.uk/oxfordeducation

web  www.oxfordprimary.co.uk
email  primary.enquiries@oup.com

tel  01536 452610
fax  01865 313472 K5

18
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http://schools.orders.uk@oup.com
http://www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/numicon-early-years
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